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INTRODUCTION
All animdls are parasitic as they are dependent upon
other orgT.nisma for food. Chandler ^writes th;tt "parasitism
in tne restricted sense of a small crg-mism living on or in
and at the expense of, a larger one, probably arose socn
after life begsji to differentiate in the world." He
continues to say that Parasitism has probaoly gro^vn out of
a "hi^rmless association of different kinds of organisms,
one of the members of the association by virture, pe ihaps,
of characteristics already possessed, developing the povvsr
of living at the expense of the other and ultimately be-
coming more nd rr.ore dependent upon it." (7)
There are various kinds and degress of parasitism.
Facultative pari.sites may be parasitic or lead independent
lives. Obligatory par -•.sites are dependent upon their hosts
during their /.hole life time or during a part of it.
Intermittant parasites ie^ve their host at intervals.
SoiTie parasites are parasitic for part of their life time
and lead independent lives the rest of the time. Other
parasites have more than one host during a lifetime. Some
permanent parasites live on one host but the eggs must be
tiEansferred to a new host. Some parasites also live on the
same host, generation after generation.
Parasitism shows its effects upon both parasites and
host. They adapt themselves to each other. The degree of
adaptation depends upon the length of relationship between

betv.eea host and parasite. The parasites usually possess
highly modified structures that are suitable to their
surroundings. The sense organs are not as .vell-deveioped
as in those animals leading independent lives. Wings are
missing in some cases. In other cases the legs are reduced
also. The parasites have highly specialized modes of
rsproduct icn. Structure, function and instinct is modified
30 that the parasite, csin reproduce and secure new hosts
for their offspring. There is individual parasitism
and group parasitism.
This thesis is about group parasitism. Social
parasitism arises v\hen one group gets its living or work
done at the exi ense of some other group, thereby saving
itself the need of undertaking this labor and yet give
nothing in return. Among social insects and some birds
the different kinds of parasitism are found in Vc.rying
degrees. Among some Ants, Bees, and Wasps, the members
of one colony live at the ex^ ense of those of another
colony of a different species. Imh.s calls it "family
parasitism, in the sense that the individual of a single
colony of a social insect represent a unit or f:^ily."(3l)
Some of the parasitic birds also have a tendency to para-
sitize certain f ..milies of birds as hosts.
According to Friedmann, Aristotle was the first one
to record the parasitic habit. (13) Within the past fifty
years, biologists have recorded much information pertaining
f
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to tx.e parcLsitic habit in some birds and indecta. The
birds have besn found laying their eggs in nests of other
birds. The insects h.-ve been found in mixed colonies.
To accomplish their means sind keep their present plcxe
in this social intimacy, the parasites have developed certaii.
peculiarities. It is the purpose of tnis study to show the
peculiarities as they are now knov/n with regard to the
parasitic insects and birds.
a
THE PARASITIC HABIT
I N
BIRDS.

Evolution of the Parasitic Habit in Birds.
Since Aristotle first mentioned the parasitic habit,
many suggestions have been made as to why certain birds do
not brood.
Some have thought that the birds were parasitic because
they were polyandrous. Friedmann writes that the Cowbirds
are more or less monogamous, and if there is polyandry it is
caused by parasitism. (13) Chance writes that it is an
open question whether the p;.rasitic Cuckoos are polyandrous
polygamous or promiscuous, (6) According to Friedmann,
Tapera naevia, the four-winged Cuckoo seems to be monogamoue
(15)
herrick referring to the Cowbirds and Cuckoos, writes
that "Parasitism could never succeed as a general practice
on a large scale and the fact that it is a specialty of two
families of birds shows that it is probably correlated
with a peculiarity which they possess in common, "(19)
Herrick has given the best theory on the origin of the
parasitic habit. He studied the cyclical instincts of bird^
and then compared the life-histories of the non-parasitic
Black-billed Cuckoo and the parasitic European Cuckoo. He
suggests that the peculiarity that both the Cuckoos and the
Cowbirds possess is "found in a change of the rhythms of
the reproductive activities leading to a change of instincts"
He writes that the behavior of birds is determined and
expressed by a large number of recurrent instincts, some of

which are of commanding importance and most of which are of
ancient origin. The cyclical or parental instincts are the
requisites for the maintenance of the race. Continuous in-
stincts that are neces^^ary for the preservation of the ind-
ividual are preying, fear, concealment and flight. Fear
modifies the cyclical instincts and fear may be blocked and
annulled by the cyclical instincts. Intelligence modifies
the parental instincts also. The reproductive cycle is
made up of a series of acts or chain of actions, which
follow in a definite succession. Things Ahich disturb their
normal attunement are disadvantageous and may lead to dis-
aste r. Disturbances of a fundamental and permanent charactel:
require new adjustments in the series if the species is to
survive. He represents the cycle by a number of nearly
tangent circles each of which stands for a distinct sphere
of influence or for a subordinate series of related impulses
as given in his simplified formula; 1. Migration 2. Mating;
3. Nestbuilding; 4. Egg-laying in nest; 5, Incubation and care
of eggs; 6, Care of young in nest; 7. Care and "education"
of young out of nest; 8. Migration, Under normal conditions
the bird remains under the influence of a given instinct or
series of instincts until its impulses in each direction havfe
been satisfied before entering a new sphere or being swayed
by new instincts.
The origin, he suggests, lies in the disturbance of the
cyclical instincts, in the "lack of attunement" between

egglaying and neat-building. This "lack of attunement" is
characteristic of Cuckoo, Cowbirds and Hangnests, but all
birds are casually subject to it.
Cuckoos and Cowbirds have a tendency to lay eggs at
irregular inte ivals and before the nests ard ready to re-
ceive them. He states that .... "the door is thus opened
wide to parasitism in its initial stage, whenever the
acceleration of egg-laying or the retardation of the build-
ing instinct becomes common, with or without irregularity
in tiie egg-laying interval."
The European Cuckoo and some of the Cowbirds wa^ste
their eggs. If birds continued dropping eggs on the ground
without caring for them, the species would not survive long
In the African and South American Ostriches, the female
instincts have undergone changes and the female wastes a
large number of eggs. The male parental instincts in turn
have been strengthened and he is the one that incubates and
rears the young.
Friedmann has records of "54 species of North
American birds" besides the parasitic Cowbirds, that have
dropped an egg in anothe r bird • s nest. (14)
G. M. Allen when referring to the Ducks that lay in
other birds' nests, writes that the parasitic habit may
have been formed when the ...."mere sight of a nest with
eggs resembling their ovm may act as a stimulus, inducing
them to add to the number." He also noted a closeness of
*• <
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relationship between certain parasitic birds and some of their
victims, and also a resemblance in the eggs of host and para-
site and a sameness in the nests that both originally
built. (1)
Friedmann suggests that the majority of birds must have
already gone far in the evolution of the instincts of neat-
building before parasitism could have originated and been
successful, because a bird would not tolerate interference
in its nest vithout deserting unless the nesting instincts
were well developed.
Parasitism occurs in only two families in which the
instincts of nest-building are highly developed; the Hang-
nests, Icteridae; and the Weaver Birds, Ploceidae. Only a
few species in each are parasitic and Friedmann writes that
this shows that the change responsible for the origin of
parasitism was an internal (physiological) said not an
environmental one. He writes that more birds would have
been affected if the environment were responsible,
i Inheritance and selection have undoubtedly helped to
establish the parasitic habit in certain birds. The para-
sitic habit probably developed separately in each of the
group of birds possessing it.
#
9The European Cuckoo.
Aristotle, according to Friedmann, was tJae first one
to attempt to deal scientifically with the parasitic habits
of the European Cuckoo. (13) Herrick writes that Darwin
believed th^t the Cuckoo did not brood because they laid
their eggs at intervals of two or three days. (19) As the
non-parasitic American Cuckoo was laying eg-^s at intervals
of two or three days, but still making its ovm nest and
rearing its ycung, Darwin thought that these birds were
traveling the same road of natural selection that the
ancestors of the European Cuckoo traversed. Herrick was the
first one to make a detailed study of the instincts and
behavior of the American Cuckoo, (19) He claims that the
reason for the brooding or non-brooding of birds may be
seen when the cyclical or reproductive instincts of birds
are compared. Chance has recorded much information about
the European Cuckoo. (6)
The Cuckoos belong to the family Cuculidae. The true
Cuckoos belong to the genus Cuculus, vjhich includes the
parasitic European Cuckoo.
With most species of birds, the males secure the de-
sirable breeding ground ejid await the arrival of the fe-
males. The European Cuckoo, Cuculus cancrus, does not
build a nest or care for the ycung so the male does not
have to 'elect or protect the breeding place. The breeding
place se 5ms to be selected by the female. There is no
<
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reason why the birds should pair, phance suggests that the
Cuckoo is probably promiscuous. I.e. both polyandrous and
polygamcus.
It is quite difficult to obtainihe complete series of
eggs laid by any one Cuckoo throughout a season. The num-
ber of eggs laid is probably five to six. Under abnormal
conditions Chance has shown that the Cuckoo will lay up to
twenty-one eggs, A stimulus for further laying was provid-
ed by the removal of the Cuckoo's and fosterer's eggs. The
Cuckoo regulates her laying to conform with that of hex
fosterers
,
Some Cuckoos have particular territories in which they
lay and other Cuckoos are kept out. Chance refers to them
as the "dominant and submissive Cuckoos." The "dominant"
Cuckoos lay more eggs during the season. The "submissive"
ones travel around the different territories and proba^bly
lay when they get a ch-^nce to deposit an egg. The first
year hen probably wanders about in tne vicinity of her
original home, getting as near to it as she is allowed to
by the older hen Cuckoos. Annually she probably returns to
the same territory occuijied the previous season. Competi-
tion is most likely keen. Once the hen has established her
claims, with regard to territory and fosterers, she attempts
to keep all other hens out. Individual Cuckoos without an
aggressive nature possibly only lay a few eggs during the
breeding season.
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Chance writes that when the Cuckoo is forced to desert
her natural fosterer, the stimulus to reproduction is check-
ed. She will lay very few eggs until she has become re-
conciled to the adoption of another species of fosterer. In
the meantime the Cuckoo lays such eggs as nature demands,
depositing them in a haphazard ms-nner. This probably
accounts for the eggs that are found in nests containing
eggs of the fosterer that are partly incubated. He also
suggests that the "dominant" Cuckoo, even at the expense of
being compelled to forsake her regular foster birds, prefers
to lay within the confines of her own territory, rather than
seek further afield for suitable nests. The territory pre-
cedes the foster bird.
Cuckoos have a tendency to lay their eggs in the nests
of the pa.rticular species that fostered them. If the eggs
are laid in nests of other birds it might be possible that
the natural fosterers failed to provide the nest in time,
or the nest may have been destroyed. There is no evidence
that the bird locked for a nest. When the egg has reached
a certain point in development it must be laid. Finding
eggs elsewhere than in their natural fosterer's nest may
be due to the failure of locking for the nest. Herrick
suggests that it might be due to imperfect attunement ; that
is the Cuckoo laid the egg before the nest was ready. It
has been decided that the hen Cuckoo prefers to lay in the
nest of a particular species of fosterer, but the theory

that she was herself fostered by a bird of that species is
without proof. Whether the males and females reared by the
same dpecies of foster parents tend to associate with each
other ie still unknown.
The list of fosterers is very long. Even though
Cuckoo eggs are found in the nests it does not mean that
they have been accepted. Many birds will accept anything
after beginning to brood, others will not. To become a
fosterer to the Cuckoo the victim must rear the young
Cuckoo, Probably a large number of eggs are deserted by
uncommon fosterers. Eggs are usually laid in the neet of
the natural fosterers, Meadow Pipit, Pied Wagtail, Reed
Warbler, Hedge Sparrow and Robin Redbreast,
One Cuckoo egg is usually found in a given neat. When
two or three eggs are found in the nest of one species in
a comparatively small area. Chance suggest, that tv/o or thre
Cuckoos were competing for the territory, no one of them
having as yet acquired dominance.
The Cuckoo watches the victim building the nest she
intends to deposit her egg in. Chance suggests that the
Cuckoo's reproductive organs are stimulated when she watches
the nest-building activities of the foster bird, so that she
is ready to deposit her egg five or six days afterward. The
nuiTiber of eggs laid is regulated by the number of suitable
nests available. In some cases, where something has inter-
vened, she probafcly has to deposit the egg elsewhere. She
t<
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can retain her eggs for hours after she has had the desire
to lay. She is a rapid layer as it takes her only about
eight seconds. This is an advantage because she is able to
lay without the foster parents detecting her. Chance ob-
served a Cuckoo that picked up one of the fosterer's eggs
as it went on the nest. The Cuckoo held the egg in its
bill while it was laying. He said that this would prevent
the Cuckoo from taking away the wrong egg.
The eggs of the Cuckoo are very small for the size of
the bird. Chance suggests that the small size is an ad-
vantage because she frequently has to wait before she can
deposit the egg. The eggs are hard, thick and variable in
color. All the eggs of one Cuckoo are the same. There is
an opinion that the particular hen Cuckoo may be identified
from the appearance of her egg, within reasonable limits of
time and place. Because of such a high degree of variation
among the eggs of the Cuckoo, it is easy to distinguish
them.
When first hatched the Cuckoo is naked, blind and ugly.
It is distinctly large for the size of the egg it comes
from. The young Cuckoo grows ve ly fast. Wiien hatched it
tends to eject other eggs and young from the nest. This
particular movement probably arose as a reflex response to
a disagreeable contact stimulus. This ejecting instinct is
very strong for the first three days. After the tenth day
things in the nest do not irritate it.
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The incubation period of the Cuckoo has been known to
last two weeks. The bird remains in the nest tvventy-four
days. The non-parasitic Cuckoo of America, Cocygus erthro-
phthalmous, the Black-billed Cuckoo, lays its eggs in a
nest of its own building and rears all the young together.
According to Herrick these young have developed a nev/ habit,
the climbing instinct. The young leave the neist soon after
hatching and spend their time climbing until they "are ready
to fly.
Summary
The European Cuckoo does not build a nest or care for
it's young, but lays it's eggs in other birds' nests, where
I
they are incubated. The Cuckoo has a tendency to lay eggs
i4n the nest of a particular species. The number of eggs
laid seems to be regulated by the number of suitable nests
available. It probably lays five or six eggs. Sometimes
more thsin one egg is found in a nest, but one is the usual
thing. The Cuckoo usually has a particular territory where
the eggs are laid in the nests of the host. It seems that
the stimulus to reproduction is checked if the Cuckoo has to
desert this host. She can retain her egg for hours. The
egg is laid in about eight seconds. The eggs are very small
for the size of the bird. All the eggs of one Cuckoo are
the same. The incubation period last two weeks and the bird
remains in the nest twenty-four days. The young Cuckoo
tends to eject other eggs , and young from the neat ,

The Crespin or FoUr-winged Cuckoo, Tapera naevia.
According to Friedmemn, the only Cuckoo in the West-
ern Hemisphere definitely known to exhibit the parasitic
habit is the Crespin, (15)
It is a very distinct type. It shows no close re-
lationship to the Cuculinae of the Old World. Friedmann
writes that it is a shy bird and has unusual powers of
ventriloquism. The meagre evidence obtained about the
bird suggests that the bird is monogamous and has exclu-
sive individual territories. There is no information
about the territorial or sexual life of the bird.
Friedmann writes that the only bird it seems to
parasitize is the Wood-he\Ter, One exception to this was
the Arundinicola leucccephala, a Tyrant Flycatcher,
It appears that this Cuckoo lays a single egg in a
nest as the usual thing, but two eggs in one nest have
also been found. There is no information about what
happens to the fosterer's eg 3s or young. We do not know
whethe r the eggs are thrown out of the nest or left to
hatch with the young Cuckoo,
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Parasitic Habit in Tapera naevia.
Friedmann writes that none of the typical Cuckoos
(Cuculinae) of the New World are parasitic. All of these
same birds in the Old World are. (15)
Tapera is parasitic in its breeding habits. This
fact causes Friedmann to question whether the parasitism
was developed independently of that found in the Cuckoo of
the Old World, or whether it was inherited from some
ancestor of the Old World Cuckoo. Tape la shows no close
connection with Cuculinae.. The fact that the New V/orld
Cuculinae are non-parasitic, suggests to him, that the
parasitic habit st=.rted after the New World Cuculinae be-
came established in the Western Hemisphere. Evidence
points to the Indio-Malayan region as the probable ancestral
home of the Cuckoos. How the birds came to Ajmerica is not
known, but they must have arrived there long ago.
Friedmann suggests that the ancestral Cuculinae stock
in America brought with it a tendency towards paras it ism (or
an actually developed parasitic habit) which has formed in
Tapera; or T^^pera developed the habit independently. The
first assumption, if true, »vill aid in determining the age
of tne habit in the Cuckoo. In the other case, he suggests,
...."a situation of convergent evolution in two isolated
although related stocks." That it is one of the critical
species in any study of tne biology of social parasitism in
birds, has been suggested by Friedmann.
fJ =——-====—
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Australia.!! Cuckoos.
According to Chishclm, Austra.lia contains no fev^er
than fxurteen species of Cuckoos and all but one are para-
sitic. TLess birds range from tr.e size of pheasants to
scarcely l::.rger than sparrov»s. (8^
The Channelbilj. and Koels have been seen sitting in
nests of otnsr birds and Cuckoo eggs hcwe later been dis-
covered in these nests.
He writes that there are records of Cuckoos having
been shot while crrryirig their ovm eggs in their bills.
This seems to indicate that ecmetirues they lay directly
in the nest or carry the egg with their bills to the host
ixest
.
There are several records of fosterers rearing both
their cim young r-nd flhannelbill Cuckoos at the same time.
Witnesses have sea the eggs or young being ejected from a
nest by the young Cuckoo,
Not much informaticn is avs.iialie on tne Austr't.lian
Cuckoos
,
1
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The Cowbirds.
Hudson has written much about the Cowbirds of
Argentine. Friedmann writes that the first one to record
the parasitic habits of the North American Cowbird was
Alexander Wilson, Herbert Friedmann has written a com'-
plete report on all the Cowbirds, parasitic sjnd non-par-
asitic. (13)
The Cowbirds belong to the family Ictsridae or
Hangnests. They are rather small terrestrial or serai-
terristrial birds. The genus Molothrue is tr^e parasitic
Cowbird and the genus Agelaioides is the non-parasitic
Cowbird.
Molothrus ruf o-axillaris , the Screaming Cowbird, is
found in South America. This species breeds late in the
season and lays its eggs in tne nest of the non-parasitic
Cowbird from .vhom it descended, Agelaioides badius, the
Bay-v.ing Cowbird. The food of the Screaming Cowbird is
ti.e same as that of tne Shiny Cowbird vvhich breeds early
in tne season, so food cannot explain why the Screaming
Cowbird breeds so late. The Bay-?^ing breeds late in the
season because it habitually breeds in old nests of Oven-
birds and Spinetails. Early in the sea,son there is a great
demand, for these nests and if the Bay-wing wanted one she
would have to fight for it. The Bay-wing probably postponed
her breeding season to later in tne season because the nests
could, be secured tnen with greater ease. It is interesting

19.
to note that the Bay-wing formed the habit of breec3. ing late
in the season to avoid ouilding a nest. This habit was
passed on to the Screaming Cowbird which became parasitic.
As very few birds breed so late in the season the Screaming
Cowbird became dependent upon the Bay-wing. Now the Bay-
wing, who tried to avoid work has to incubate the eggs and
rear the young of both families. The late Dreading habits
of the Screaming Cowbirds show that it is an offspring of
the Bay-wing,
The courtship of the Screaming Covirbird comes early in
the season, v»'hen the nales often establish territories. The
late breeding and the early establishment of the territories
have brought about a very interesting condition in the
Screaming Cowbirds. The birds frequently desert these
territories before egg-laying commences and establish new
territories later in the season when they are ready to lay.
The Screaming Cowbirds are monogamous, with one pair in a
territory. They are not migratory birds. Each bird probab-
ly spends its life near the nest it was reared in.
According to Friedmann the first one to show that the
Screaming Cowbird w;.8 parasitic on the Bay-wing was Hudson,
Tne e^£,s of the t<vo species are almost identical, although
the eggs of the Screaming Cowbird are not quite as brittle
as thosB of the Baywing. The Screaming Cowbird lays five
eggs and the young of both species resemole each other and
grow up together. This is net the case with the other
t
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parasitic Cowbirds, as one parasitic Cowbird is usually
the only survivor of the nsst
.
The close relationship and descent from the Bay-wing
Cowbird is shovvn by the plumage of the ycung Screaming Cow-
oirds. Both of tne adult Screaming Cov/birds are black,
Friedmann suggests that the dark coloration of tne female
"foreshadows the condition found in the Red-eyed Cowbird
which is a descendant of the Screaming Cowbird." He calls
the Screaming Cowbird a fine example of a "link species" as
its various plumages afford a clue to its past and future
generations.
Molothrus bonariensis, the Shiny Cowbird, is another
parasitic Cowbird whose range ia the most extensive of the
South American Cowbirds,
The bird is monogajmous and the mated female remains in
one territory. The eexual and territorial relations are
weak so they are easily modified or destroyed when there is
as large number of Cowbirds around cultivated districts.
The territory is not the domain of one female when others
enter in it. This sexual promiscuity is also true of the
North American species M, ater. With both species the males
outnumber the females, about three to one. The territory is
smaller -vhen there is a large number of Cowbirds in a given
area. Destruction would come to the species if the males had
tcr'fight for their mates, so each male establishes his terri-
tory =u:id there he waits for a mate. In such a small territory
there are usually net enough available nests where the female
9
may lay. Tiis female probably uses all the available nests
in her territory and then passes into the other territories
until she finds one where she can deposit her eggs.
The Shiny Cowbird is wasteful of its eggs as it lays
them in crowded or deserted nests or on the ground. They
are probably laid on the ground because there are not
enough available nests. Where there are available nests
very few are wasted.
This species attempts to build nests. The nest-build-
ing instinct is an ancestral habit with this bird because
it is entirely parasitic in its breeding ha-bits,
MaJiy of the eggs of this species and of its victims are
punctured by this Cowbird when it is getting ready to lay in
the nest. In this way the species acts as a check upon
itself. This bird has also been known to remove an?:^ egg
from the nest before it laid one of its own.
The smaller passerine birds are the usual victims of
the Shiny Cowbird. The young Cowbird begs for food from
anyone, not knowing whether it is a friend or foe. If there
is more than one Cowbird in the nest the older one usually
survives
.
Molothrus ater, the North American Cowbird, originally
came to the continent from South America. This bird lives
in cleared areas. The birds also live in areas cdintaining
cattle and originally followed the buffalo and other large
game. The Buffalo bird of early days is the Cowbird that
•A - - -
*
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we see at the farm today.
The normal thing, for the Coi«bird, is to lay one egg
in a nest. When two or more eggs are found in a nest, the -
reason is that apparently no neat was available on the
particular day when the second egg was laid, Friedmann
suggests the possibility of a "tendency tov/arde specificity
of hosts," The Cowbird may also tend to victimize a parti-
cular host as the female European Cuckoo does.
The number of eggs that a female Cowbird liid in a
season had not been known. The knowledge that the female
Cowbird had a definite breeding territory enable^ Friedmann
to observe certain birds through a breeding season. He
found that of the birds observed, two laid five eggs and
one laid four eggs during the season.
The Cowbird watches its victim building its nest. The
bird waits in the tree and flies directly to the neat to be
parasitized. The eggs are laid at intervals of one day.
They are also laid while the owners of the nest are away.
Usually some of the victim's eggs are in the nest. SometimeE
the Cowbird removes an egg from the nest«
There Is no positive proof that the Cowbird deliberately
punctures the eggs of other birds. As the Cowbird is usually
too large for the nest it is laying in, it is possible that
in getting settled in the nest, the eggs present may be
punctured by the bird's claws. As the Cowbird* s own egg had
not been laid it was not injured.
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There is no indication of adaptation in the Cowbird's
eggs. They do not resemble the eggs of the host, but resemble
those of the Song and House Sparrow. They are not small Cor
the size of the bird as is quite noticeable with the eggs of
the parasitic Cuckoo,
The incubaticn period of the Cowbird is ten days. This
is about the shortest of any of the passerine J>irds, The
smaller eggs of the host do not get as much heat from the
body of the host during incubation, because the large egg of
the parasite lifts the body of the foster parent away from
the small eggs. The Cowbirds hatch a day or more before the
young of the foster parents, because of the short incubation
period. This gives the Cowbirds a decided advantage over
the other birds. The larger Cowbirds crowd out the smaller
birds and also obtain more food from the foster parents.
This short incubation period is an advantage to the parasitic
group. The parasite can lay its egg after incubation has
alreaxiy begun in the victim's nest and yet the egg of the
parasite will hatch as soon or sooner than the others,
Friedmann says that the Cowbird' s egg usually hatches first
regardless of the species of bird parasitized. He also says
that, "with the perfection of the parasitic habit in the Cow-
birds" (from the primitive non-parasitic Agelaioides badius
to the relatively perfect Molothrus ater) "there is a corre-
sponding diminution of the period of incubation"..., it is
difficult to interpret the case as other than adaptive."

Certain requirements are neceasary for a bird to be a
suitable foster parent for the Cowbird. Praecocial species
and practically all non-passerine birds are not suitable as
victims. The foster parent must belong to an altrical
species. The eggs must not be much larger than the Cowbird
«gg3» because the Cowbird eggs would have very little chance
to hatch. The Cowbird egg must receive most of the body heat
of the foster parent. The manner of feeding must be similar
to the habits of the Cowbird. Most of the passerine birds
feed their young the same way. The parent thrusts its bill
into the wide-open throat of the young bird. This is the way
the young Cowbird expects to be fed. Another thing to con-
sider is the type of food. Though the adult birds have
different food habits, most of the young have similar diets.
The majority of the seed-eating, gramnivorous and insectiv-
orous birds feed their young on insects. Sometimes a few birde
add fruit amd worms, fhe Cowbird responds to these and other
kinds of nutrition. The temperament of the foster bird is also
to be considered. Birds nesting in holes are usually free fr
from the parasitism of the Cowbird, as it prefers open nests
built in the open. Only species that hatch the eggs and rear
the young can be considered as being parasitized.
Most of the time the Cowbird is found in a nest contain-
ing addled eggs, infrequently these eggs disappear later.
The birds react in different ways when Cowbird eggs are found
in their nests. The majority of them do not Bind the strange

eggs, and hatch them. Some of the birds build a floor and
cover up the parasitic eggs, if none of their own eggs are
present. Others will throw out the Cowbird's egg. If the
Cowbird lays first, many birds will desert their nests.
Summary
The degree of petrasitism varies with the different
parasitic Cowbirds, The Screaming Cowbird parasitizes its
relative the Bay-wing, from whom it descended. The eggs of
both species are almost identical. The young of both species
grow up together, with all the other parasitic Cowbirds, tht
young Cowbird or the oldest one, if more than one Cowbird
egg is laid in a nest, survives in the nest, ffhe other birds
are trampled upon and obtain very little food. The sexual
and territorial relations vary within the different species.
The Shiny c^w^ird with the parasitic habit poorly developed,
wastes a large number of eggs. There is no indication of
adaptation in the eggs of the Cowbird. ^he egg is not large
for the size of the bird, but is much larger than the eggs
of the birds in whose nests it is laid. The large egg gets
most of the heat during incubation. The Cowbird usually
lays one egg in a nest, although it has been known to lay
more than one. Sometimes more than one Cowbird lays in the
same nest. As a rule the Cowbird lays in a nest already
containing eggs. Sometime they lay before any of the host's
r<
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eggs are in the nest , The owner of the neet is away at the
time. The eggs are laid at intervals of one day and the
nuaibsr laid by one Cowbird is four or five. The very short
incubation period of ten days is an advantage to the bird.
The young Cowbird hatches out a day or more before the eggs
of the foster parents. The list of the birds parasitized
by the cowbirds is very long. At time the Cowbirds show a
tendency to parasitize specific birds.
fr
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The Evolution of the Parasitic Habit in the Cowbirde*
^
The family, Icteridae, to Which the Cowbirde belong, is
known as a fminily in which the nest-building habit is highly
developed. The Cowbirds probably bred originally in a
^ normal way. Parasitism seems to be a secondary acquired habit.
There are several stages in the evolution of parasitism
shown within the genera Agelaioides and Molothrus, the non-
parasitic and parasitic Cowbirds, according to Friedmann. (IS)
The Bay-wing Cowbird, A. badius sometime makes its own
nest but usually it lays its eggs in other birds' nests where
it incubates and rears its own young. The Shiny cowbird, M,
bonariensis has the parasitic habit very poorly developed as
it wastes a large number of its eggs. The fact that this
bird originally built a neat is indicated by the unsuccessful
attempts it makes at nest-building. The North American Cow-
bird, M. ater is entirely parasitic but does not waste its
eggs. The Screaming Cowbird, 14, rufo-axillaris tends to lay
its eggs in nests of particualar hosts
The parasitic Cowbirds, Molothrus, have definite breed-
ing territories, r^hey are also more or less monogamous. In
the evolution of the instincts of guarding associated with
reproduction, territories precede the nest. Territorial
» ^ instincts would hardly be associated with the Cowbirds if
they were originally parasitic. Ttie probability is that they
were monogsunous and nested the way monogamous birds do.
t4
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The Bay-wing Cowbird is the most primitive species and
the only one that is not parasitic, so it probably represents
the original condition of the Cowbird stock. The probability
is that most of our present species evolved after the parasit-
ic habit was acquired,
Friedmann attempts to show how the Cowbirds may have
lost their original habits and become parasitic. All species
of Cowbirds establish breeding territories. The most primi-
tive non-parasitic Bay-wing has the most definite one, while
the parasitic Shiny Cowbird and the North American Molothrus
have the least definite. The Bay-wing and its offshoot, the
Screaming Cowbird are most always monogamous, one pair being
found in a certain territory. In districts where the other
parasitic Cowbirds are abundant, the territorial instincts
are modified. The males and females have lost most of the
instincts to protect their breeding areas, though they still
retain their territorial desire.
The Bay-wing Cowbirds have reversed the territorial and
nest-building instincts, f^he Bay-wings leave the winter
flock in pairs and instead of looking for a territory they
look for old or new nests in vvhich to breed. After they
occupy the nest the territory is then extended around the
nest. In This way the territory becomes a matter of secon-
dary instead of primary importance. The instinct associated
with it; namely, the protection of the territory by the male
becomes of less significance. The further reduction of the
«*
1
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protecting instinct of the male is apparent in the more
recent parasitic species, where the territory of one male
is invaded by other males of the same species. The loss
of this instinct is more noticeable in the North American
and Shiny Cowbirds than in the Screaming Cowbirds, thus show-
ing the gradual loss of this instinct.
In the Bay-wing Cowbird, the female has lost most of
her protecting instincts. After the eggs are laid, the male
has to care for them. The female is only shy and nervous
when incubating. She seems to have the instinct to conceal
her eggs in the nest she is using, but has very little desire
to protect them after they are laid. Parasitism, probably
began in the other species when the male also lost the pro-
tecting instincts,
Friedmann suggests that .... "the immediate cause of the
origin of the parasitic habit in the Cowbirds was the loss
of the protecting instinct of the male, because as long as
the male retained his instincts of defense, as in the Bay-
wing Cowbird of today, the birds were not parasitic." He
continues to say that the factor which started the weakening
and finally brought the destruction of the instincts of the
male was the reversal of the territorial and nesting habits,
A territory of secondary importance weakened the protecting
instincts of the male.
Friedmann' 3 "clue" to the loss of the protecting in-
stinct of the maie Cowbird lies within the Scr^^aming Cow-
bird, which is obviously a branch of the Bay-wing, The
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Screajning Cowbird 's range lies within that of the Bay-wing.
Different breeding seasons seem to be the only reason for
this isolation. It is possible that the original members
of tne Screaming Cowbird family bred early in the season.
Its courtship comes early in the spring, although it is a
late breeder. The males sometime establish territories
early in the season, but desert them before they have used
them. The Bay-wing is non-parasitic so it is possible that
the first Screaming Cowbirds v<ere also* The change from
the normal to the parasitic method of reproduction must
have occurred within the development of the Screaming
Cowbird. It is possible that the Screaming Cowbird tried
to breed in the nests of the Ovenbirds early in the season,
the same as the Bay-wing, and found the struggle for nests
so great that they also changed their breeding time to later
in the season.
The reversal of the territorial and nest-building in-
stincts in the Bay-wing led to the gradual loss of the
protecting and territorial instincts of the male Screaming
Cowbird and thus caused tne "lack of attunement" between
the territorial instincts of the male and the egg-laying
instincts of the female.
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The Rice-Crackle
Friedmann writes that the only parasitic Icterid, other
than the true Cowbirds, is the Rice Crackle, Cassidix
oryzivora. ( 12 ) It is found in South America,
The bird looks like a large Tangavius aeneus, to whom
it is related. Tangavius aeneus is derived from the stock oj
Molothrus rufo-axillaris , the Screaming Cowbird.
The Rice-Crackle is very pugnacious in its determinatioi.
to enter the neat of its victim. Dr. Frank M, Chapman
observed these birds and found that no matter how often
they were repulsed by the nest-builders they always came
back and fought their way into the nests. Molothrus rufo-
axillaris also exhibits this pugnacity and determination
when ready to enter a nest. This is of evolutionary interes"
and significance.
According to Goeldi, one species in eastern Brazil,
C. oryzivorus places its egg in the nest of another Hang-Nes',
of the same genus C. persicus, while farther south at Rio
Janerio, it is even knov/n to victimize other related Orioles
of nearly its own size, as Ostinops and Cassicus, (18)
The Rice-Crackle does not seem to starve out the right-
ful young, Goeldi had a nest of Ostinops cristatus con-
taining two young birds. As the birds grew up, he found
that one was a young Cassidix and the other was an Ostinops
cristatus.
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The Parasitic Habit in the Ducks,
Waterfowl also have the reputation of being careless in
their egg-laying habits. When the ducks are nesting in the
same marsh, the females often lay in one another's nest,
although they care for their own nests and eggs. In some
cases nests may be found containing eggs of different species
or more eggs of the same species have been found in a nest
than one bird could lay. Friedmann writes that among the
North American birds quite a few waterfowl lay eggs in other
nests
.
(14)
The habit of laying in other birds nests occurs most
frequently in the Anatidae. In order for tne parasitic
habit to become successfully established the eggs laid in
the strange nests must develop into young birds.
Wetmors observed that the female Ruddy Ducks often
mimic the males in displaying. This displaying was done by
females who were apparently unmated. This bird begins to
show a loss of the instinctive behavior usually exhibited by
the female ducks and has taken on male display.
It has been observed tha.t the female Ruddy Duck in-
cubates the eggs for a very short time. These eggs develop
into young Ducks. Friedmann says that this suggests that
•..."their eggs may havtf a higher viability than most, or
they may be able to keep on developing under rather adverse
conditions." This probably accounts for the survival of eggs
laid in other bird's nests where they are incubated at

brief intervals.
Henke experimented with some eggs of the European
Ruddy Duck, Erismatura leucocephala. He put some of the
eggs of this duck in a bowl at room temperature and found
that they were not affected by the change of temperature.
By mistake, the eggs had also been left on a warm stove,
but even this did not effect the embryos, for a week
later the eggs hatched.
The Ruddy Duck sometimes uses old nests of Coots or it
builds poorly constructed nests. The nests are laid close
together causing the poorly established territorial limit-
ations of the individual birds. The females have nests of
their ovm but lay some eggs in other nests, Friedmann
says.... "the diminution of the territorial and nest-build-
ing instincts are seemingly correlated with the diminution
of incubating activity on the part of the female parent."
The female that comes to the nest relatively little, will
be less likely to respect its territorial boundaries. The
territory of the Duck disappears after the eggs hatch,
because then the young are taken into the water. The
Disappearance of the territory must eventually cause the
loss of the nesting instinct.
Friedmann writes that .... "this diminution of the
care of the eggs, coupled with the high frequency of care-
lessness with regard to the nest in which they lay them,
opens the path to parasitism as a regular, well established
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habit."
Friedmann suggests that the large size of the eggs of
the Ruddy Duck may be correlated with their heat-adapting
abilities and indirectly to the parasitic habit.
Mallard eggs have been recorded by Bent as being
found in nests of Canvasbacks and Redheads. The Redhead
seems to be the most frequent layer in other birds' nests.
Mallards also lay in other Mallard nests. The same holds
true of the Green-winged Teal and others. Eggs of the
Mallard and Teal have been found in the same nest. In
one case. Bent found a Canvasback incubating the combined
hatch of Canvasback and Redhead eggs. There is still a
question whether one, or more than one female takes part
in rearing the mixed brood. Friedmann suggests that eggs
found in such nests may be nests of birds that have lost
the single nest limitations. The eggs are probably
partially incubated and left to their own heat resources.
When the marsh-nesting Ducks are quite a distance
from their own nests they may have to deposit their eggs
in other nests. They may also be stimulated by the sight
of an egg in a nest and add anothe r to the nest.
Species that nest in cavities in trees frequentljs
compete for suitable nesting sites because of the scarcity
of nests. The Hooded Merganser and the Golden-eye Duck
try to use the same cavity when they are nesting in the
same locality. The Wood Duck also competes with these birds,
:
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G, M. Allen suggests that ....'.'among the hole-nesting
species, when proper nesting sites were few and birds
more common, a parasitic habit might be developed simply
through one species being prevented from regularly occupy-
ing a chosen cavity, "(l)
Each species makes its own nest and rears its own
young so none of these species quite fulfills the conditions
of parasitism.
A South American Duck seems to have attained a state
of actual parasitism. This species, Heteronetta, the
Black-headed Duck is found in the marshes of southern
South America. It is not a common bird and very little
is known about it. Whether the eggs of the Black-headed
Duck possess theiynal abilities or not, has not been
determined. Friedmann suggests two alternatives. If they
are heat adaptive they survive with little care or they
are laid in nests where they are cared for. He writes
that the Black-headed Duck appears to have lost the nest-
building habit. The Duck lays its eggs in the nests of the
other marsh-nesting birds.
Allen says that it is difficult to imagine how the
young ducklings are cared for .... "perhaps they a,re able
from the first to fend for themselves." He also suggests
that the
. U . .apparent scarcity of the species may have
some relation to the parasitic habit and the precarious-
ness of this mode of labor-saving."
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The origin of the parasitic habit in the Anatidae,
according to Friedmann
. . .
.
"is bound up with the heat
adaptability of the eggs of the Ruddy and Black-headed
ducks .
"
Summary
Some of the waterfowl lay eggs in the nests of other
birds although they have and care for nests of their own.
The Ruddy-duck begins to show a loss of the instinctive
behavior usually displayed by the feniale. The female has
taken on male display. The female incubates the eggs for a
very short time, Sometimies the eggs are found in nests of
other birds' where the eggs are incubated at brief intervals.
The large size of the eggs of the Ruddy Duck may be the
reason that they retain heat. The Ruddy Duck uses old nests
of Coots or builds poorly constructed nests. They nest
close together and have poorly established individual
territories. Heteronetta, the Black-headed Duck has
attained a state of actual parasitism. It is an uncommon
bird and very little is known about it. It appears to
have lost the nest-building instinct and lays its eggs in
the nests of other marsh birds.
tc
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The Honey-guides.
The Honey-guides are found in Africa. They belong to
the family Indicatoridae. These birds haunt the neighbor-
hood of Twild-bee trees. They lead people to the trees so
that they can get some of the comb and larvae. Most of the
species seem to be parasitic. Layard and Sparpe have
written about them.
The young Lessor Honey-guide has bsen found to be the
only survivor of the neat. The rightful young were prob-
ably eliminated.
The eggs of the Honey-guide and the birds parasitized
are white. Whether this resemblance deceives the host or
not has not been decided.
The Honey-guides never had highly developed nest-
building instincts. FriedrngLnn suggests that it was prob-
ably easy for them to drop their poorly developed nesting
instincts and become parasitic, (13)
f
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Ant s
,
Ant colonies arise and develop in the following manner
in the majority of the species. The single female or queen
mates during the marriage flight. She then returns to the
ground, removes her wings and digs a small cell in the soil
where she lays her eggs. The eggs develop into larvae which
she feeds with saliva and guards until they are mature work-
ers. These workers then feed themselves and their mother.
The queen spends the rest of her life just laying eggs. The
colony grows larger with each brood. The workers also in-
crease in number, size and polymorphism. After several years
males and virgin queens are produced. The colony has then
completed its ontogenetic development.
At first the mother queen is an independent organism
but later becomes dependent upon her offspring. This depend-
ent or parasitic stage is of a much longer duration than the
independent stage. Wheeler writes that this ontogenetic
change in the instincts of the quaen foreshadows an important
phylogenetic developjijent
. (33) He suggests that two different
modifications are exhibited, excessive and defective, in
comparison with the primitive and independent type of colony
formation. He writes that the exces.-ive or redundant type
occurs only among the Attine Ants of Tropical America. The
very large queens, besides bringing the brood of workers to
maturity, are also able to cultivate a fungus garden, which
is the only food these Ants can live on. After the first
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brood has matured the queen Ant degenerates into a parasite,
dependent upon her workers.
The defective type first shows up when the young queens
are adopted by adult workers of their own species. Many of
the species of Formicidae have one or more of these fertile
queens in their adult colonies. They are either daughters
of the original queen, or have been adopted from other
colonies of the same species. They are virgin queens,
queens impregnated by their brothers, or queens that have
been captured by workers after the nuptial flight. These
queens, as the result of being waited upon by trie workers,
begin to act like old queens that have established their
colonies and brought up a brood. The passive or forcible
adoption of the young queens, by the workers, completely
suppresses^ the independent stage in the life of such
queens
.
Some queens force the workers to adopt them. Wheeler
calls this "obligatory adoption." Many queen Ants tha.t
have lost the power of establishing colonies unaided, must
either be adopted by the /workers of their own species of
the same or another colony, or by workers of an alien
species. In the highly parasitic forms that have lost their
worker caste the queen must always be adopted by an alien
species
.
Queen Ants have tc overcome great hostility when they
seek adoption by the workers. Wheeler writes that there
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are three different methods of overcoming this hostility
and of effecting an adoption, and each of these is character
istic of one of the forms of mixed colony. He calls them
temporary social parasitism, dulosis or slavery, and
perm.anent social parasitism. He uses the follcvving diagram
to illustrate the different types of adoption, their
supposed phylogeny and relations to one another. (33)
Independent Types
.
Dependent Types.
Faculta,tive Adoption of queen
by workers of same species.
Redundant Type
(Atti)
^ ^
^
\ Obligatory Adoption of queen
Primitive Independent Type workers of same species,
(Most Formicidae) 4^
Obligatory Adoption of queen
by workers of another species.
Temporary Social Parasitism /Slavery or Dulosis
(Tutelary Parasitism) V (Pupillary Parasitism)
Permanent Social Parasitism
In the ca.ses of temporary social parasitism, the alien
workers are older than the queen parasite. The opposite
holds true in the cases of slavery or dulosis, because the
alien workers are younger than the queen parasite.
The following information has been taken from
Wheeler's book.
Queens poorly endowed vvith food-tissue, especially of
some whose bodies are actually amalier than the largest
workers of their species, such queens are quite unable to
bring up colonies unaided. They are, therefore, compelled
after fertilisation to associate themselves with adult
workers either of their oomof a closely allied species. In
the former case the queens may either remain in the parent-
al nest and omit the nuptial flight, or return to the
*1
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parental or to some other colony of the same species. In
either case they add to the teproduct ive energy of an already
established colony and thus prolong its life. If one of
these poorly endovved queens, however, happens to alight from
her nuptial journey far from any colony of her own species,
Bhe is obliged to associate with alien workers. And in
this case, according to the species to which she belongs,
one of three courses is open to her;
First, she may secure adoption in a small queenless
colony of an allied species. Here she is fed, lays her
eggs, and the resulting larvae are reared by the strange
workers. Eventually the alien workers die off and leave
the queen and her worke is a^; an independent and sufficiently
established colony capable of rapid and often enormous
multiplication. This I have called temporary social
parasit ism
.
Second, the poorly endowed queen may establish herself
in a colony of another species, but be unable, even after
workers have matured, to survive, the death of the host
colony, except, perhaps by r^igrating to another nest of the
same species. This is permanent social parasitism.
Third, the queen may enter a small colony of alien
workers, and when attacked, massacre them, appropriate their
larvae and pupae, carefully secrete and nursethem till they
hatch and thus surround he leelf with a colony of young and
loyal TOrke is that can bring up he r brood for her without
any drain on her food-tissues. This is the method of
colony formation adopted by queens of Formica sanguinea.
These queens thus manifest an instinct, hitherto supposed
to be exclusively peculiar to the workers, namely the in-
stinct to rob the larvae and pupae of another species and
bring them up as axillaries, or slaves. (3^)
c
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Social Symbiosis Among Ants,
Wheeler, rthen writing about social symbioaia among
Ants, 33.y3 . . . . "that it is possible to construct a series
ranging from mere simultaneous occupancy of a very narrow
ethological station, or mere contiguity of domicile to an
actual fusion, involving the vital dependence or parasitism
of a colony of one species on that of another (33)
The Ants form compound nests and mixed colonies. In
tne compound nests the galleries may interpenetrate but
the ycung of both colonies are brought up in separate
apartments. In a mixed colony the insects live together in
a single nest and the young are brought up together.
Wheeler writes that the most rudimental form of social
symbiosis is "Biesiobiosis " when tv;o or mere colonies of
different species of Ants establish their nests very close
to each other.
"Parabiosis" is v^hen two different Ants live togetner
but keep their broods separate.
"Cleptobicsis" is v/hen small Ants have nests near
large Ants and eat their refuse or take food from them when
they return with it.
"Lestobiosis " . The small workers of one species nests
in the galleries of larger Ants. Most of the lestobiotic
species belong to the Myrmicine, tribe Solenopsidii. The
small workers "thief ants" kill and eat the larvae of the
larger species. These Ants in the tribe Solenopsidii have
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jaavo two peculiarities as the result of lest obiosis the
diminutive and hypogaeic habits of the workers and the huge
size of the males and females. The most extreme develop-
ment in the dimorphism of the female sex, is Carebara, the
fertile female which is a thousand times as large as the
vYorksr
.
"Xenobiosis" , Relations between Ants of two different
species. One Ant, called the inguiline or "guest ant" lives
only by associating with a host. The species are friendly
but the broods are reared in separs^te chambers. Lepto-
thorax emersoni is found in the mountains of New England
with Myrmica canadensis a,nd variety of M. brevinodis. The
Leptothorax mount the backs of the Myrmicas and lick them
to obtain tne saliva and get them to regurgitate the
liquid food that is stored in their crops. The feeding
habits have been modified, although they are able to eat
independently. Wheeler writes that the AorkeiB have a
pronounced tendency to assume the characte is of the queen.
He writes, that.... "the abundant food supply has a tendency
to increase the facility of the workers and to reduce the
dimorphism of the female sex." If the tendency continues,
he thinks that it is probable, that in the course of evol-
ution; .... "eithe r the worker caste would disappear complete-
ly, leaving the species to be represented by males and
winged females, or the winged females would be suppressed
leaving only males and ergatoid females." He believes that
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evolution will take the latter course, as winged females
seem to be few in number. Evolution has taken the other
course in permanent social parasitism. Wheeler thinks that
the Leptothorsix would cee.se to excavate nests of their own
and become permanent social parasites, if they should mingle
their eggs, 1-^rvae and pupae with those of their hosts. The
relations between these Ants and their hosts seems to be the
nearest approach to the formation of a mixed colony.
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Temporary Social Parasitism,
Wheeler writes that these .... "mixed colonies are
transitory consociations of two species merely formed as a
means of establishing colonies, which in their adult stages,,
are able to hold tneir own unaided in the struggle for exist-
ence . " (33)
In temporary social parasitism, the queen seeks adoption
in the colony of another species and allows the alien workers
to bring up her first brood of young. The host queen has to
be eliminated so that the alien colony vtfill not increase in
size. In this way the young of the pa.rasitic queen are thus
able to obtain all the nourishmsnt. Different species have
different methods of getting rid of the host queen. In a
couple of years the alien workers die off and the parasitic
queen is left \vith a pure colony, that becomes populous and
aggressive and requires no further assistance in its growth
and development. The colony lo^es all traces of a parasitic
beginning. Wheeler writes that this method of colony form-
ation is adopted by some of the most powerful Ants of temp-
erate regions. Some of the most remarkable temporary para-
sites belong to the circumpolar Formica. F, rufa and its
allies, and F, exsecta and its allies use this method of
colony formation. The worke is of the various species are
ve ly similar, but the females may exhibit extraordinary
differences in size, sculpture, pilosity and colorations.
The Microgynous species have females about the same size or
•
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smaller than the workers. The Macrogyncus sxiecies have
females that are much larger than the workers. No females
of these species have been seen founding a colony independ-
ently, although they are quite common.
The Microgynous Formicae of the rufa group
The commonest Ants with minute females are Formicae
difficilis and its variety consocians. They are fo\md in
the mountains of the Atlajitic states. The fems'.les are
fulvous yellow. These Ants are very pugnacious. Consocians
have been found living in populous, independent formicaries
or in mixed colonies associated with workers of Formicae
incdrta. Wheeler infers that the mixed colonies owe their
origin to the adoption of consocians queens by incerta
workers. The incerta are cowardly Ants. Their workers are
reddish-yellow a,nd of about the same size as the consocians
queen. By means of this miimetic resemblance, her concilia-
tory an4 passive demeanor and by her neutral odor, the
queen becomes reconciled with the incerta workers . The
queen lays eggs and the larvae are reared by the incerta
workers. She can remain small in stature because she does
not have to nourish the brood herself. Such a colony
produces a large number of dwarf femf^les, Thip rrixed colony
lasts until all the incerta workers die. Wheeler writes
that the parasitic quean probably seeks out some impoverish-
ed or queenless colony of the host species. IVhen the
consocians queen enters the incerta nest she mounts the
e
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brood pile and in this position is never molested by the
alien workers.
The Bothriorayrmex queen descends from her nuptial
flight and wanders around until she finds a Tapincma nest,
where she pe units herself to be seized by the Tapinoraa
workers. When inside the nest she takes refuge on the
brood, or on the back of the Tapinoma queen, thus making
herself immune from attack. While the Bothriomyrmex queen
is on the back of the Tapinoma queen, she saws off the head
of the host queen. Bothriomyrmex acquires the nest odor and
is adopted by the Tapinoma .vorkeie. The workers then bring
up the broods of the Bothriomyrmex queen. Eventually the
Tapinoma workers die off and a pure colony is left. The
Bothriomyrmex queen is little larger than the Tapinoma
workers and provided with an odor like that of the host
species, though this odor is lacking in the Bothriomyrmex
wor iters.
Aphaenogast er tennesseensis is a dwarf queen tha.t finds
small nests of some variety of fulva and starts her colony
in them just as the consocian does in the nest of incerta.
Tennesseensis occurs only in localities whers some form of
fulva is abundant. Such a mixed colony produces a large
number of dwarf females, whereas, the non-parasitic
Aphaenogast er colony produces only a fe.v large queens.
Temporary social parasitism occurs in several unrelated
species belonging to three of the five subfamilies of
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of Forraicidae and Wheeler thinks that the habit must have
...."originated independently on more than one occasion in
the past history of the family."
Parasite and host are always members of the same genus
or of closely allied genera. Such intim?-.te symbiotic
relations .vould be impossible between species of very
diverse habits.
The host is a very v^idely distributed and abundant
species. The parasites are either rare or abundant only
in certain localities. This suggests to Wheeler the fact
that the adoption of queens of alien workers is beset with
many obstacles. The colonies of some of these Ants may be
extendeo. over a number cf nests by repeatedly adopting
fertile queens of their own species. The geographical
distribution of these forms is never as continuous bnd uni-
form as that of the host.
The hosts of the temporary parasites are usually pro-
lific and cowardly. These peculiarities fit tnem for being
exploited. The parasites prefer new or dying colonies to
the larger and more aggressive colonies of the host.
The morphological characters of the parasitic species
have not been affected by temporary parasitism. Wheeler
writes, "The vjorkers, in fact have remained unaffected,
though the fem-.le, in whom the peculiar habit centers,
certainly shows structural and instinctive peculiarities
that can be intrepreted only as adaptations to a parasitic
r
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life .
"
He also writes that the production of a great number of
dwarf females by pure adult colonies has been .... "regarded
as an adapt r.t ion to the great destruction of individuals,
incident to the complicated and arduous efforts of the para-
site to get a foothold on or in the host." The Macrcgynous
Formicae queens .... "are so often adopted by workers of their
own opulent colonies and the occasions on which they actually
need to found colonies with the aid of alien species so in-
frequent, that they have not become dwarfed in statare and
have not developed pronounced mimet ic .... characters .
"
In colonies invaded by the temporary parasites, the
reproductive powers of the host colony are destroyed by the
elimination of the host queen. Cases like that of Bothrio-
myrmex and Ta,pinoma are examples of social castration. The
term also applys to most of the mixed colonies formed by
dulosis and permanent social parasitism.
Wheeler writes that... ."the future development of the
temporary parasites may be supposed to lead most naturally in
the direction of permanent parasitism. ... if the species limits
and accelerates the growth of its colonies or foists itself
only on well-developed colonies of the host." If the Ants
did not do this the parasite would outgrow the host colony
or in cases where the host queen were not retained, the host
colony would die off prematurely. In permanent social para-
sitism the host queen is retained in some nests. In other
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nesta the host queen has been eliminated along *vith the ivorit-
er caste of the parasitic species.
Summary
.
The mixed colonies that come under the heading of temp-
orary social parasitism are formed so that the species cs.n
establish a colony which .vill later develop into a pure in-
dependent colony. The parasitic queen seeks adoption in the
colony of another species and allows the alien workers to
bring up her first brood of young. The host queen is elimin-
ated. In a couple of years the alien workers die and a pure
colony is left. The parasitic workers in the different species
vary. Some are about the 8=:me size or smaller thaxi. the
workers
.
The host species is usually timid or cowardly. The
parasitic F, consocians queen resembles the incerta workers
of the host. Both are very small. The small queen does not
have to nourish the brood herself. A large number of dwarf
females of the parasitic species ?.re produced in such a col-
ony. Bothriomyrmex allows herself to be taken into a Tapin-
oma nest by the Tapinoma workers. The head of the parasitic
queen is sa.ved off by the parasite, who is then adopted by
the Tapinoma workers. The parasitic queen is little larger
than the Tapinoma .vorkers and is j-rovided <vith an odor like
that of the host species, though this odor is lacking in the
Bothriomyrmex workers. Only the female seems to show
adaptations to a parasitic life.
Boston University
School of Education
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Dulosis cr Slavery
These cases are more permanent symbiotic alliances. The
mixed colonies are formed by dulosis or slavery. Wheeler de-
fines dulosis as.... "the habit of making periodici-l raids on
particular alien species, seizing their worker larvae and
pupae and rearing and adopting a portion of these." He says
that neither the periodical raid nor tne rearing of the alien
ants alone constitutes slavery. (33)
The slave-making Ants are confined to the north temperate
zone and extend far up into boreal and alpine regions. Accord
ing to Wheeler .... "the developmient of the slave-making habit.,
maybe .... connect ed in some way with the long winters, short
summers, and small amount of food in the subartic belt."
The Facultative Slave-m^akers
The Eurcpe-^n Sanguinea is a facultative slave-holder be-
cause it sometimes lives in independent, slave less colonies.
It has lost none of its essential formic ine instincts. It is
able to excavate a nest, secure its ovm food and bring up
its own young ^''^ithout the aid of slaves. In mixed colonies,
most of the vvork is done by the sanguinea. The slaves seem
to contribute nothing more to the colony than could be done
by more sanguinea workers.
The youngest colonies seem to have the largest number of
slaves. The oldest colonies seem to be slaveless. The
slave-makers are able to live in a variety of different en-
vironments 80 they can have a va.riety of slaves. The common
....
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slave is F. fusca.
The nests of the slave species are pillaged after the
marriage flight of this species has taken place. Only
mothers and workers are in the nest at the time. The
fusca try to defend their nest, but the sanguinary Ants
seize the pupae and larvae and bring. them home. The foray
sometimes seems to be due to hunger because the sanguinary
Ants sometime plunder nests of Ants which it would not
adopt as slaves.
Tne American Sanguinea colonies are quite as frequently
slaveless as those of the typical form. The typical san-
guinea does not occur in North America. Here we have sub-
species and varieties. The slave-making tactics of our
sanguinary Ants are very similar to those of the European
form. Wheeler's description shows that the sanguinea
rubicunda accomplished her purpose by surprising and terror-
izing, rather than by killing the colonies on which she
preys. The unharmed fuscata were left to. raise a new brood
that would be pillaged later on.
The mixed colonies of the facultative slave-makers
arise in the following manner. Wheeler writes that experi-
ments show that.... "the female rubicunda when placed .vith a
small number of subsericea workers and their pupae, displays
a cnain of instincts that result in her gaining possession
of the latter." She seems to be ready to be atmicably adopt-
ed by the subsericea, but when received with marked hostil-
c
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ity she slays the subsericea. Here sne displays instincts
very similar to those of her own workers when they are on
a dulotic raid. Before killing ail the workers, she be-
;
comes interested in their brood. These she guards until
they are ready to hatch. When a large nurr^ber hatch out her
instincts change. She becomes very timid. In this instinct
phase she remains for the remainder of her life.
If the rubicunda queen enters a subsericea nest with
a queen of its o»vn, tne latter must be eliminated. Queens
of the slave species, in mixed dulotic colonies of the
sanguinea and Polyergus type are not perm.itted. These
colonies resemble the miixed colonies of the temporary and
permanent social parasites, in this respect. The alien
workers in the young slave-makers colony are younger than
the parasitic queen. The parasitic queen in the temporary
parasitic colony is older than the alien workers.
The old sanguinea colonies and the adult colonies of
tne temporary parasites, like F. consocians, resemble each
other, in being siaveless. Wheeler says this similarity
may be due, in tne slave-makers to a scarcity of suitable
nests to pillage, to the adaptation to an independent life
because of sufficient food, or to the loss of the pradaceous
instincts because of age; in the temporary parasites, to
the pure colony that is left when the older host Aorkers
die. He believes that both temporary parasitism and dulosis,
...."have arisen inaepsndently from the practice of F. rufa
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and F, sajiguinea of adopting fertilized queena of their ov/n
a cecies .
"
Dulotic instincts were supposed to be the exclusive
property of the sterile workers. The queen was not supposed
to manifest them. These vvas a question how the vvorkera in-
herited them. It was discovered that the queen also posaess'
es these instincts, for they are of primary importance in
establishing a colony. The instincts are inherited by the
workers, but they have been modified and intensified by
fusion with the foraging instincts. In the reproductive
caste, the instincts are useful in establishing the colony;
and in the sterile caste, in i;rocuring food and additional
workers. The workers of the -slave-makers pillage the
populous colonies of the slave species, Tne female x^robably
could not enter such large colonies. The number of slaves
in a colony may represent the degree of intensity of the
dulotic instinct, inherited from the queen.
Tneeler writes that .... "slavery is a form of parasitism
in which the slaves are the hcot." He says that the hosts
are synthetic because the slaves are brought together from
different colonies. "The dulotic raid and synthetic
character of the host," he says , "sharply distinguish the
slave-makers from the temporary parasites,"
The Obligatory Slave-makers, or Amazons
The Polyergus rufesoens -vorker and female resemble each
other in color. They may both be distinguished from the
f
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other Canipoaotine Ants by the sickle-shaped toothless but
very denticulate mandibles, that are used for piercing the
armor of adult P^nts, The .vcrkers are extremely pugnacious,
Tne Amazons never excavate netts, cars for their young or
obtain their own food. They may lap up .vater or liquid
with their short tongues. They are vvholly dependent on
the sli-ves that have hatched from the worker cocoons that
ti.ey have pillaged from alien colonies, so that they are
always found in mixed colonies. The normal slaves of the
European Amazons are the same as those reared by sanguinea.
In the Amazon nest there are usually five to seven times as
many slaves as Amazon workers. This is the reverse of the
sanguinea colony.
The Amazons display two contrasting sets of instincts,
Wheeler writes that,... "in tne home nest they sit about in
stolid idleness or pass the ^ong hours begging the slaves
for food or cleaning themselves and burnishing their ruddy
armor, but when outside the nest on one of their predatory
expeditions, they display a dazzling courage and capacity
for concerted action compared »vith which the raids of
sanguinea resemble the clumsy efforts of a lot of untrained
militia." The Amazons represent a more specialized and
and perfected stage of dulosis but have become dependent
and parasitic. Wheeler believes th-it
. . . .
"Polyergus and F.
sanguinea arose in rret ert iary times from some comm.on but
now extinct ancestor,"
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The slaves take on certain ;;eculiarit iea .vhen living witl:
the Amazons and sanguinea. The timid fusca become fierce and
aggresdive. The Amazons are also influenced by their slaves.
More frequent forays are necessary to obtain the rufib^^rbis
slaves. Weaker Amazon colonies obtain the timid fusca. The
slaves run the nest and they sometimes prevent the warriors
from waking a foray. These slctves also go and meet them
when tney have gone astray, When the colony moves to a new
nest the slaves t=.ke charge and carry the Amazons,
The slave colonies, because they ara repeatedly plund-
ered, probably emigrate to other localities. Polyergus, find-
ing no nests to pillage is compelled also to seek a ne.v field.
The Amazon colonies of the species P. rufescens are
founded in the same manner as Bothriomyrmex. ^T:ieeler v/rites
that the dulotic instinct has reached the highest point of
development in Polyergus, an Ant with degenerate tendencies
and at the same time a permanent parasite on its host, the
slaves. He says that these degenerate tendencies may
supplant the predatory instincts of the Amazons and lead to
the peculiar conditions K.nov7n as the degenerate slave-
makers and permanent social parasites,.
Harpogoxenus subievis are found in nests of Leptothorax
acervorum, L. muscorum and L. tuberum. The mixed colonies
may contain males, fem^^les and A'orkers of both species. The
ms-les of subievis and Leptothorax resemble each other. The
subievis fem:.les are wingless and ergatoid, with a thorax
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like the worker, but .^ith ocelli and receptaculum semiriis.
Winged females have also been found. The slaves probably
nurture the ycung and also get food for the adult subievis.
The subievis rarely excavates. When they move to a new
nest the slaves carry them. It is believed that subievis
once robbed and devoured the ycung of sn Ant in whose
neighborhood it nested without forming a mixed colony.
Compound nests were formed -nd later mixed colonies. The
increasing dei;enience on their auxiliaries is shown in the
dwindling of the worker instincts and the disappearance of
the mandibular teeth. The development of the ergatcid
form instead of the winged female was advantageous in
founding colonies. In the ergatoid form are the combined
ancient, and newly acquired instincts. The winged female
tends toward extinction. According to Sturtevant, Viehmeyer
has actually witnessed the raids of H. subievis
.
(29
)
Harpogoxenus americanus are found in nests of Lepto-
thorax. Sturtevant found nests containing individuals
not previously described, males, winged queens and indivi-
duals that lock like vvorkers but have rudimentary ocelli {29
i
From his experiment Sturtevant suggests that the fertilized
queen of H, americanus enters a nest of pure Leptothorax
and appropriates some of the brood. The workers and queen
are attacked, and emigrate probably to find a new nest,
taking much of the brood with theqa. The intruder is then
adopted by the wcrKers that emerge from the brood she has
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appropriated. He used one of his nests as evidence that
H. araericanus makes lave raids' because it contained t7/o
different host species besides the workera and a quesn of
Harpogcxenus . About the same time Creighton also described
the slave raids of K. ame ricanus
.
(9 ) He wrote that the
slaves of h. americanus do not resemble the slave-maker.
Summary
,
Mixed colonies formed by dulosis or slavery are more
permanent colonies. The slave-making Ante make raids on
particular alien si'.ecies, sieze their worker larvae and
pur-ae and rear and adopt some of them. The European
sanguinea sometime live in slavelesa as well as slave
colonies. These Ants are able to excavate their own nests,
secure their own food and bring up their young without the
aid of slaves. The youngest colonies seem to have the
largest nuiiiber of slaves. The oldest colonies are usua,lly
slave less. The slave-makers are able to live in a variety
of environments, so they can have a variety of slaves.
The Americeji sanguinea colonies are quite as frequently
slavelest;. The colony is st^.rted by the parasitic queen.
The queen is ready to be adopted by the slave-vvorkers , but
when she is not accepted she kills them and becomes interest-
ed in their brood. When the eggs hatch in large numbers she
becomes very timid. If the queen of the slave species is
in the nest, she is eliminated. The alien vvorkers in the
young alave-makera colony are younger than the parasitic
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queen. The dulotic instincts of the parasitic quean are of i
primary importance in establishing a colony. These instincts
are inherited by the v/orkers, but they have been modified
and intensified by fusion with the foraging instincts.
The Amazon colony is founded by the queen allowing her-
self to be taken in by the slave-worksrs , She then gets
rid of the queen of the slave-species. The Amazons never
excavate nests, care for their young or obtain their own
food. Tne worker and female of the Amazons resemble each
other in color. Their mandibles are adapted for piercing
the armor of adult Ants. These Amazons are wholly depend-
ent on tne slaves so they are always found in mixed colonies,
Harpogoxenus sublevis and americanus are found in
mixed colonies with Leptothorax. H. sublevis resembles
its slaves but there is no resemblance between H. araericauius
and its slaves.
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Permanent Social Parasites.
The St rongylognathus testsceus Anta are small, Fneeler
says.... "the workers are so much reduced in numbers as to
represent a mere vestige to their caste, "(33) That they are
on the verge of disappearing and leading to a condition in
which the species is represented by males and females only,
has been suggested. The workers are too feeble to pierce
armor so they probably make no forays on the alien colonies
of Tetramcrium. Although the testaceus are able to excavate
and feed themselves, they contribute nothing to the structure
of the nest and are probably fed by the Tetramorium. The
host cares for the broods of both scecies. The vigorous and
populous colonies, containing testaceus and Tetramorium, are
probably due to tne retention of the Tetramorium queen. The
testaceus queen jrobrbly enters the colony of the Tetramorium
after it has become rather populous. The queens live sidefe
by side in the mixed colonies, but the offspring of
Tetramorium are exclusively workers. The females and males
of Strongylognathus are smaller, and less trouble to nourish,
than the large queens and males of Tetramorium. The
Tetramorium workers probably devour or neglect the larvsae of
the queens and males in their own species.
4c
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Workerless Social Parasites.
In these nests the queens of the host species and the
worker caste of the parasitic species have been eliminated.
These p5.rasite3 differ from all the other social parasites
because of the lack of the worker caste. The Ants are small,
Wheeleriella santchii lives in the nest of Monomorium
salomonis, the most abundant of all the North African Ants.
Both sexes of the Wheelerielia have well-developed wings,
but mating takes place, usually, in the outer galleries of
the nest and between brothers and sisters (adelphogamy )
.
After fecundation the deleated female roams about in search
of Monomorium nests. She is taken into the nest by the
Monomorium workers, or darts in herself. The Monomorium
queen does not seem to mind her presence in the nest. The
Wheeleriella queen is soon able to move about in the
galleries without restraint. The workers soon adopt and
feed he r. In a few days she begins to lay eggs which are
cared for by the Monomorium workeie, Wheeleriella is
usually found in small colonies, that lack queens of the
host species. Tne Monomorium queen is assassinated by her
own workers, who adopt the Wheeleriella queen in her place,
Crematogaster (kennedyi) is also a workerless parasite,
C.Kennedy found specimens in a nest of C. lineolata in
Indiana, (37) Three years later Creighton found winged
forms of another related species, C. (creightoni) (38)
Wheeler writes,... "a rather serious objection to the
t
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interpretation of these insects is the presence of virgin
females of tne host species in the same nest. This has
never been observed in any of the numerous recorded cases
of ant parasitism." He continues to write ... .perhaps , there
fore, C.kennedyi and creightoni represent a hitherto unknown
type of social parasitism.,.."
Anergates atratulus is vv'idely distributed in Europe,
yet is uncommon elsewhere. Its host is Tetrmorium cespitum.
The male Anergates is a sordid yellow, wingless and pupa-
liKe. The black winged female is of the same size as the
male and has the gaster of normal dimensions, but with a
longitudinal dorsal groove before fecundation. After
entering the Tetramorium nest, the ovaries become greatly
enlarged and the gaster expands till it becomes a flattened
sphere. The male and female each he.ve eleven- j ointed
antennae, large ocelli and poorly developed eyes. Mating
takes place in the nest among the brothers and sisters
(adelphogamy ) because of the wingless and sluggish condition
of the male. After fecundation the females fly out of the
nests. Mixed colonies of Tetramorium and Ane igates
contain Tetramorium workers and Anergates males and females.
The parasites are unable to eat independently so they are
fed by the host workers,
Anergates is the most specialized and degenerate of
the workerless social parasites, as shown by the erg'3toid
and nymphoid structure of the male and the structure of the
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head of both sexes. The loss of the worker elass, according
to Whesler, may be due..., "to disuse, but it followed nec-
essarily upon the reduction in size in male and female, and
this condition in turn was probably initiated by the same
causes that have led to the dwarfing of queens among the
temporary parasites," He suggests that they may have been
derived from temporary parasites or forms with habits like
those of Leptothoraix emersoni, that obtain nourishment by
getting Ante to regurgitate their food. The Ane igates or
Wheeleriella colony reaches its domplete development in
a much shorter period of time, than the species like
Formicae consocians. This period must f-.ll within the life-
time of the Tetramorium or Monomorium workers, so it can
not exceed three cr^years. The suppression of the useless
worker caste and the dwarfing of the sexual individuals
makes possible this acceleration of colonial development.
These developments are necessary because of the castration
of the host colony by the elimination of the host queen.
Both host and parasite are injured by these developments.
The parasites are resisted in neats and are few in number
or nearly extinct. Wheeler writes that .... "extreme
parasitism in ants as in other org-nisms tends continually
to defeat its ovv-n end and to undermine its own existence."
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Bummary
The most extreme type of social parasitism is tlie
species that lacks the worker caste. The host queen is
not allowed to live with these parasites, Wheeleriella
santchii is a permanent social parasite found in the nests
of Monomorium salomonis. Both sexes of Whesleriella have
well-developed wings. The Whesleriella queen is taken into
the Monomorium nest by the Monomorium workers. .The
Monomorium soon afterwards kill their queen mothe r and
adopt the parasitic queen. Anergates is anothe r social
parasite in the nests of Tetramorium cespitum. The male
Anergates is wingless and pupa-like. The black winged
female Anergates is the same size as the male. The parasites
are unable to eat independently and are fed by the host
workers. The Anergftes or Wheelerielia colony reaches its
complete development in a much shorter time than the colony
of the tempor.;ry social parasites, Tne worker caste is
suppressed and the sexual individuals are dwarfed because of
the castration of the host colony by the elimination of the
Ihost queen.

Bees
,
The Bumble-bees or Humble-bees, tiie term Sladen uses,
include some of the social parasites. The Bumble-bees
belong to the family Bombidae.
The fertilized female hibernates during the winter.
Early in the spring she starts her neet in a deserted hole
in the ground. She gathers grass and pollen. She also
makes a honey-pot of wslx near the doorway. This she fills
with liquid honey. In the nest eggs are laid on a mass of
pollen and covered with wax. When the larvae hatch they
feed cn the pollen mass. In about ten days each larvae
spins a thin, papeiy but tough cocoon and pupates. 7/hile
the queen is brooding on the cocoons, she sips from her
hdiney-pot . In a few weeks the first workers emerge. The
males and the queens are not born until late in the season,
Sladen has written about the English species and Plath
has recently written about the American species.
Queens of the same species prey upon one another,
Sladen writes that the late appearing queens of pombus lap-
idarius and terrestris do not build nests of their own but
find nests already occupied by queens of their own species
and attempt to live in the same nest. (38) The owner of the
nest ignores the intruder untii she pays attention to the
brood and Jealousy causes a duel between the queens. When
there are abundant lapidarius or terrestris queens, a number
of these duels result in one nest. The owner of the nest
1 •
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usually kills the intruder. The tunnels to these nests are
usually short. In one case S laden found an entrance com-
pletely covered with grass, so he thinks that the queens
also find the nest by scent.
When the species derhamelius v^as particularly plenti-
ful one season, Sladen found a queen carder bee that had
entered another's nest. Both were killed.
Sladen* 8 investigations seem to show that the original
queen and the intruder queen tolerate each in a nest, until
the intruder has eggs to lay. The intruder becomes interest
ed in the brood when she has become ready to lay eggs.
Success in a duel also interests in the brood.
Queens of allied species prey on one another. Sladen
found nests, where the queen that founded the nest had been
killed by a queen of another species. The terrestris queen
enters the lucorum nest, kills the lucorum queen and gets
the lucorum workers to rear her young. The lucorum queen
is m.ilder tempered than the terrestris quesn,
Plath has found about Boston, a number of af finis
nests containing one or more workers of B. terricola and in
some cases, even a dead terricola queen. He writes that
"it is evident, therefore, that these colonies were founded
by a terricola queen which was later supplanted by a queen
of B. affinis." He also notes that in the case of B.
terrestris and lucorum, the temporary host is smaller than
its "parasite" and appears earlier in the spring.
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Queens of different species enter nests. Psithyrus,
is a deadly enemy to several species of humhlebee which
they very c].osely resemble. According to Sladen, Kirby in
1802 noticed the difference betvifeen the two. He also notice^
that the female Psithyrus lacked the pollen collecting
apparatus on the hind leg. Sladen also wrote that Lepeletiei
thirty years later, gave them the name Psithyrus, Because
of the lack of the apparatus for collecting pollen, the
Psithyrus queen is unable to found a colony of her own.
Sladen writes that each species breeds only in the
nest of its own particular si'.ecies of Bombus. Plath writes
that "some, e.g. Ps . rupestris and Ps. vestalis, seem to be
restricted to a single host, /^hile others, like Ps. csanpest-
ris and Ps. barbutellus, have two, and occasionally even
more.
" (25)
The Bombus and Psithyrus appear to live in the same
nest in perfect harmony. Psithyrus produces no workers,
Sladen fcund many nests containing B. lapidarius with its
parasite and nests containing B. terrestris with its para-
site Ps. vestalis. In every case that the Psithyrus female
hatd taken the place of the mother of the colony whose remains
were generally found lying under or near the nest. Accord-
ing to Sladen, the Psithyrus female enters the nest of
Bombus, stings the queen to death and then gets the workers
to re^vr her young instead of their own. Plath' s observation
on the American Psithyrus differ from Sladen. Plath found
1*
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a female of Ps . laboriosua that had entered one of his nest-
boxes containing a colony of B. terricola. The Ps . female
and fifteen workers were killed. He also found a colony of
B, affinis which contained one hundred workers and the old
queen besides the old female, three young females, andsix
males of Ps. ashtoni. In the comb were empty Bcmbus and
PsithyruB cocoons and a large quantity of Psithyrus brood in
various st.-.ges of development. He removed the colony to a
place where it could be observed, at least onee a day. Once
a vveek he caught all the workers so that the young Ps. that
had hatched during the week could be removed without in-
curring the wrath of the colony. Twenty-nine males and
sixty-one females of Ps, ashtoni were secured. Although
the Bombus queen was sesn to lay eggs not a single Bombus
queen, male, or worker emerged. The Psithyrus queen died
and the Bombus disappaared about the same time. He says
that they probably lived together for at least two months.
During the time tha,t they were under observation the queens
or the other members of the Bombus-Psithyrus colony showed
no sign of antagonism.
The Psithyrus rupestris and vestalis resemble their
hosts in appearance, but their flight is feeble and the
wing vilDEation is miuch slower. The Psithyrus have an
exceedingly hard sjid thick skin that ]-rotects them from
stings. The segments of the abdomien lap tightly. Their
coats of hair are thin end their sting is stout and curved.
<.
1
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Plath writes tiaat Pe. campestria does not resemble its hcst.
Of tne North American species he says that Ps. laboriosus
and its hcst B. impatiens and B. vagans resemble each other,
but Ps. ashtcni and Ps. variabilis bear no resemblance to
their hosts.
Psithyrus moves very slov/ly and awkwardly. She visits
flowers but gets just enough food for herself and then gets
drowsy. She would be incapable of providing for her own
young. Sl;^uien says that she searches for tx^e nests of her
particular Bombus largely by scent. Short tunnels, he writef
aid her in finding the nests. Most of the lapidarius and
terrestris nests have longer tunnels than those of other
species, Plath 's experim.ent seem to show that tne olfactory
sense is not as keen as is generally assumed "in fact
it is questionable whether it is any keener than that of
the Bombus." His experiments and observations seem to show
that the Ps. females are attracted to the nest-sites by
stimuli other than that of odor,
Sladen writes that the first batch of workers in the
host colony are less hostile to the Ps. queen. If she enters
the nest after the workers become numerous she is frequently
killed by them. She usually finds the nest before many
workers are out and does not kill the queen until most of th|^
worker eggs are laid.
ficcording to Sladen the Bombus queen resents the intru-
sion of the Psithyrus queen. If the v^'^ricers attack her, the
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Psithyrus slips into a crevice of the nest. She flies back
and forth from the nest but brings back no food. Graduaxly
the workers show no hostility toward her. She grows more
lively and begins to t -.ke an interest in the ccrab. Finally,
the pombus queen is killed -find the workers care for the
young of the Psithyrus, Sladen writes that tne Psithyrus
at first is very i^rolific but she ages and ff.ils rrjore
quickly than the §orabus queen.
In a colony of Ps. labor ioeus and B. vagans, Plath
observed ti.e Psithyrus femj.le and ex^ osing a cell containing
smalx pombus larvae, which were l:ter thrown out by the
Bcmbus workers. Ro Bcmbus e^^gs developed in this colony.
For the first few days the laboriosus female seized every
worker she met and acted as though she were going to iting
it. Afterwards no -:.nimu3ity was noticed between the
PsitnyruB female r.nd the vagajis workers. For the first few
days the vagans queen avoided the Psithyrus queen. After th€
foQurth or fifth day tliey lived peacee^bly togetner. Plath
observed twenty-nine colonies in which the females of Ps.
ashtoni or Ps. laboriosus were found breeding. Eighteen
of them contained the old Bombus queens .. Several ^.f the
remaining colonies a ere queenless iit tne time the Psithyrus
entered the nest. "This clearly shows," writes Plath, "that
Ps , ashtoni and Ps. laboriosus do not always— if ever— kiil
the host queen...," According to Plath, Hoffer found femalee
of Ps. rupestris and Ps. vestalis in addition to those of
1
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several other European species, livirxg in ;.eace with the
host queen.
Sladen has never known of a lapidarius quern to be
rec^red in a nebt contf.ining Psithyrus. In such a nest, he
writes, a large number of the host v.crkers become fertile.
The Psithyrus fluesn probably gets rid of the v/orksrfa' eggs
by eating them, Ti'ie Psithyrus queen is unsuited for incuba-
ting,
Sladen believes that "a Psithyrus queen never commences
laying as scon as she enters the nest of her nost, :-.nd that
eg.. -product ion is the result of living in luxury in the nest
for some days." He ?.lso thinks that if the Paithyrus enters
a nest that is in a very early st ge of development, Psithy-
rus eggs would not develop and the Bombus queen would not be
killed in the ne=t until the nest looked irosperous.
Psithyrus also resembles Bombus in axl the important
details of structure. It is probably a very recent offspring
of Eombuo. Bombi shew parasitical tendencies that lead to
parasitism. Queens of the same and different species prey
upon one another. Bombus queens enter the nests of one
another and get the lucorum ?;orkers to rear the terrestris
young.
Summary
Certain bees in the family Bombidae or Bumblebees are
parasitic. Queens of pombus lapid;..rius and terrestrio, that
_
come out of hibernation at a late date do not establish nests
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of their cvvn, but attempt to live in nests cdready containing
queens cf their own species. A duel resiilts when the intru-
der is ready to lay. If the parasite is the survivor, the
success in the duel rr.ay arouse her interest in tne brood cf
tne dead queen.
Queens cf ^liied species i-rey on one another. The
queens of different species enter nests. Each species of
Psithyrus breeds on^y in the nest of its o.vn particular
species of Pombus. Psithyrus produces no .vorkers. There
seems to be some question as to v»hether Bombus and Psithyrus
queens live in the s rue nests in harmony. Some Psithyrus
queens resemble their hosts in ap/earance. The Psithyrus
vi^ueens have exceedingly thick :-.nd h':-rd skins that protect
them.. The queens are incapable of providing for their own
young. The Poithyrus queen usually finds the neat of the
host before the workers are too numerous e.nd when they are
less hostile. At first the Psithyrus queen is very prolific,
but she ages and fails more quicily than the pombus queen.
In a mixed colony a large number of host workers become
fertile.
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4
Wasps
.
The family Vespid^e makes nests of paper formed from
chewed wood. The genus Vespa includes a number of floors in
the nest. The yellow- jackets, the group which includes the
parasites, usually make their nests small and place either
near or under the ground. If the nests are under the ground
they are usually in a deserted field nouses burrow. The
que 3ns hibernate during the winter and start their nests in
the spring.
Vespa arctica is a parasite in the nest of V, diabolica,
Arctica is black and white and resembles V, consobrena in
size and markings. The difference between the two on closer
examination, is the long cheeks and long hairs on the tibae
of arctica, Arctica lacks the worker ca.ste. No other known
srecies of Vespa except austriaca Panzer lacks this caste.
The suggestion is that because of the lack of the worker caste
arctica is a social parasite, similar to the species of
Psithyrus in the nests of the Bumblebees and certain Ants in
the nests of other Ants.
According to Wheeler and Taylor, Fletcher was the first
one to show that arctica was a parasite in the nest of
diabolica. (34)
Obseivaticns of Wheeler and Taylor confirm Fletcher's
contention that arctica is a parasite. They found a dia-
bolica nest in a bunch of grass and sensitive fems. The
nest contained a diabolica and arctica queen and also some
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diabolica workers. Besides the diabolica eggs and larvae,
eleven larger larvae were found in the second comb. These
were thought to be arctica larvae, probably females. They
had been abundently fed by the diabolica workers because the
aTntica. niip was uns^blf t ri cret food for them. Thev wers
better developed than the dia.bolica larvae. The wings of
the two queens were mutilated. This showed that the queens
were not living in the saune nest on the best of terms. The
arctica queen had probably entered the nest when the workers
were building the second comb, where the arctica deposited
the eleven eggs in the cells.
Another nest they observed contained three recently
emerged males of arctica, twelve large larvae and two or
three pupae. The pupae they thought were arctica queens.
They also suggested that the presence of worker larvae and
pupae indicated that both queens were in the nest at the
same time (if the time for development of arctica males and
diabolica workers was the same).
During the summer they found no nests containing both
diabolica and arctica wasps.
Wheeler and Taylor suggest that the early emergence and
long flying period of arctica males seemed to be an adapt at ioi
to insure the fecundation of the much less numerous females.
This adaptation seems necessary because arctica is very rare
during the summers that the host species, too, is less
abundant. Arctica males are captured on flowers from the
<
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middle of July to the middle of August. After that time
they seem to diaappear. The diabolica virgin femaiea and
males appear about the twentieth of August and soon dis-
appear.
The fate of the host diabolica queen in infested nests
is not known.
In Europe the V, austriaca also lacks the worker caste
and has been regarded as a parasite in the nest of V. rufa.
The austriaca queen comes from hibernation later in the
spring than the nest-founding rufa queen. The host's nest
is already well established when the parasitic queen arrives,
The workers are ready to care for the parasite's brood.
Wheeler and Taylor suggest that arctica ente is the nest of
diabolica in the same manner.
From observations made on V, arctica and diabolica
Wheeler and Taylor that the diabolica queen completes ovi-
positing and perished rather early in the season. Indica-
tions seem to be that diabolica queens have a tendency to
desert their nests in an incipient stage and found another.
The brood of V. arctica consists of males and fertile femaiea
and is reared by the diabolica workers, in whose nest she is
||
a permanent social parasite. The hibernating arctica queen
probably appears late in the spring, when the nest of the
host queen is already well established. Whether the host
queen deserts the ne it soon after the parasite enters or
is killed by the parasitic queen or her own workers; or
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whether the paraBitic queen selects colonies that lack a
host quean, is not known. The workerless wasps, V. arctica
and austriaca, seem to have the same relations to their
host-colonies as the parasitic Psithyri and workerless Ants,
Summary
.
V. arctica is a parasite in the nest d)f V, diabolica,
Arctica and austriaca are social parasites that lack the
worke r caste, which is unusual among wasps. The austriaca
queen comes from hibernation later in the spring than the
neet-f cunding rufa queen. The host's nest then contains
workers that can care for the paras itds^bro^d. The same
thing is probably true of the arctica queen. The arctica
maleB seem to emerge early and have a long flying period.
The parasitic species is rare whenever the host species is
less num.erou6. The fate of diaBiolica queei® in such nests
is not known. The queens probably do not live in the nests
on the best of terms. The diabolica queens also seem to
have a tendency to desert their nests and found another.
They seem to complete ovipositing and perish rather early in
the season.
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SUMMARY
This study is about social parasitism or the behavior
of Birds and Insects, as parasites and hosts. The parasitic
habit in Birds centers around the reproductive inatincts.
The eggs are laid to be incubated axxd cared for in the nests
of the foster Birds, The Insects become parasitic to obtain
food, establish colonies, obtain extra labor, get alien
worKe is to care for their brood or to care for the adults.
The parasitic hibit in the Insects depends upon tne adoption
seeking instinct of the quean of the socid Trisects, In the
struggle for existence, the parasites have t ken on certain
peculiarities.
The parasitic birds have lost the nest-building instinct
or build poorly constructad nests. They lay their eggs in
the nests of other Birds, v^here the host usually incubates
and rears the parasitic young. The eggs of the Ruddy-duck
and the Black-headed Pucks seem to hatch v/ith very little
incubation.
The eggs of the European Cuckoo and Honey-guide re-
semble the eggs of the host. The Cuckoo egg is very small
for tne size of the bird that hatches. The egg is laid in
nests containing small eggs. The egg of the Cowbird is not
large for the oize of the Bird, but is laid in nests con-
taining smaller eggs of the passerine birds. In this way
the Co'A'bird egg gets the most heat during incubation.
The Cowbird parasitizes a large number of Birds, The
=—=—== — ===__
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European Cuckoo seems to pick out ne_ta bslonging to a
particular species.
The number of eggs laid by the Cowbird in a season is
probably four or five. The number laid by the European
Cuckoo is regulated by the number of suitable nests, prob-
ably five or six. The parasitic Birdo usually lay one egg
in a nest. The European Cuckoo usually lays in the nest
before any of the host eggs have been laid. She can retain
her egg for a long period. When she does lay, it takes
about eight seconds. The Cowbird usually lays ±n a nest that
already ccntsins eggs of the hc^t.
The eggs of the Cowbird have a very short incubation
period of ten days. This enables the Co-.vbird to hatch out
a day or more before the eggs of the host. The young covv-
bird is usui-lly the only survivor of the nest. It obtains
most of the food, gro.vs f ster, sjad tramples on the ether
birds. The Rice-Crackle sesms to grow up in the nest vjith
the othsr birds. The European Cuckoo, when it hatches tends
to eject the other eggs and ycung from the nest. The
Honey-guide is the only survivor in the nest of the host.
The parasitic Ants show a series ranging from simple
symbiosis to workerless social parasitism. The simpletit
form or compound nest is formed .vhen pjitB cf different
species establish nests very close to each other. The
most extreme case is the mixed colony that lacks the .vorker-
caste. In the compound nests the associations are usually
rr
based on food. In the mixed colonies the reason for the
associations vi-.ries,
Mix3d colonies are started by the temporary parasites
to aid theni in establishing a colony that ^jili later develop
into an independent pure colony. The parasitic queen beeks
adoption in the colony of another species and allo*vs the
alien .vorkars to bring up her first brood of young. In
such a colony the host queen is eliminated. After a time
the alien workers die. The dependent parasitic queens re-
semble the host vvcrkers. They are both small. A large
number of tne parasitic d.varf females are produced in such
a mixed colony.
In the mixed colonies of the slave-makers the associa-
tions are more permanent. Raids are mo.de on alien colonies
and the alien vvorker larvae e.nd pupae are taken to the
siave-maxers colony where some of them are reared. The
mixed colonies of the frcultative slave-makers arise through
the queen, who kills the slave-workers if they do not
accept her. She then becomes interested in their br6od.
These dulotic instincts are inherited by her own workers,
but they are fused .vith the foraging instincts. The slaves
are not necessary because the slave-ii;akers still excavate,
feed themselves and care for their young.
The obligatory slave-makers cannot excavate or feed
themselves. Their mandibles are adapted for piercing tne
armor of the adult Ants ^hen they make a raid on a slave-
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si.ecies. They are vvholly dependent on the slavea in the
slave-maksro colony. This colony is founded by the para-
sitic quean allowing hersslf to taken into the nect of
the alc.ve species, by the slave ,orkers. Che tnen gets rid
of the queen of the slave species.
The permanent social parasites and the v/orkerles^
social parasites are dependent upon their hosts throughout
their lives.
The host queen in the degenerate slave-makers colony
is allo*^/ed to ^ive and reproduce in the mixed colony. The
-workers of the slave-makers ari on the verge of disappear-
ing. The offspring of the host Tetramoriurn are workers.
Another mixed colony contains males, females and workers
of both species. The females of the slave-maker H. sublevis
are wingless and er gat old. Winged females seem to be on
the verge of disappearing.
The workerless social parasites lack the vvorker caste.
The host queen is eliminated in these mixed colonies. §oth
sexes of the parasite Wheeleriella, have vvell-developed
wings. The males of Anergates, e.re ;*<ingless and pupae-like.
The b lack-vvinged female of Anerga^tes is aboi.t the sajiie size
as txie male. The heads of both sexes are alike.
In the fam.ily of Wapps or Vespidae, there are tvvo
social par:^sites. V. arctica and austriaca both lack the
worker caste. The parasitic austriaca queen comes from
hibernation late in the spring after the neat-founding
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queen has already established her nest . The austriaca
queen gets into the neat rjad tue host /vorkers bring up her
brood. The arctica males seem to emerge early and have a
long flying period. The Arctica males seem to emerge e^.rly
and have a long flying period. The arctica females do not
seem to be very numerous. The fate of the host queen is not
known
,
The Bumble-bees also have social parasites. Certain
Bombus queens do not est-.blish nests of their o^n, but
attempt to live in necta slrea-dy cont-^ining lueens of their
own species. Queens of allied species enter nests of one
another. They kill the host queen and get the host vvorkers
to rear their young.
Psithyrus lacks the worker caste.. Each species of
Peithyrus has its own particular species of Bombus as host,
A large number of the host vvorkers become fertile in such
a nest
.
In extreme cases of parasitism the parses it ie species
seems to be rare or distributed in certain areas. The host
species is usually very prolific and abundant.
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Heteronetta, 55
aeneus ,Tangavius , 31
afiinis, Boinbus, 67, 6S
Agelaioides
,
18-kJ3,*i7
y^mazons , 55-57
americanua, Harpogoxenus
,
Anatidae, 33
Ansrgates, 33-54
Ant a , 38
guest, 44
AtUne, 39
Campcnotins, 56
arctica, Ve^pa, 74-77
ashtcni, Psithyrus, 59-71
ater, Mclcthrus, 6i0,^l,37
sitratuius, Ansrgates, 63
austriaca, Vespa, 74,76,77
badius, Agelaioides, 18,37
barbutelxus, Psithyrus, 68
Bcmbidae, 56
BoiTibus, 68-72
bcnar ieneis
,
Molothrus, 30,3
Bctiir iorayrmex, 48
brevinoais, Myrmicea, 44
Bumble-bees, 66
campectris, Psithyrus, 68,78
csnorus, Cuculus, 9
Careb^ra, 44
cespitum Tetramorium, 63
consobrena, Vespa 74
consocians, Formicae, 47
Coots, 33
Cov^birds, 5-18
Bay-.ving 18-30,27,28,30
North Am. 31,27,29
P-cre aming , 1 8-3 0 , 3 7- 31
Shiny, 18,30,31,37,39
Crespin ,15
Cuckoo, 5,7,9-17
Australian, 17
Black-bill, 5,14
dominant , 10
European, 9-15
Four-.vinged
,
5-15,16
submissive, 10
Cuculidae, 9
creightoni, Cremat ogaster
,
derhamellus, 67
diflicilis, Formicae, 47
diabolica, Vespa, 74-76 sanguine:
IliDEX
.
Pucks, 7, 33-37
Black-heaied, 35,36
Canvas-back, 34
Coot, 33
58-59 Golden-eyed, 34
Green winged Teal, 34
Hooded Merganser, 31
Mallard, 34
Red-he ad, 34
Ruddy-duck, 33,33
Wood-duck, 34
emersoni, Leptothorax, 64
erga,toid, 57
Formicidae, 49
fusca, Formicae,
Hangnest, 7,8,18
55
Honey-guide, 37
Hun.ble-be3 66
Icterid;xe, 8,18,37,31
iffipatiens, Bombus , 70
incerta, FormiCc=.e, 47
Indicatoridae , 37
inguiline, 44
kennedyi, Cremat ogast er , 63
labcriosus, Psithyrus, 69-71
lapidar ius , Bombus
,
_65-68, 70 , 72
Leptothorax, 44, 45, b7, 58.
Lestcbiosis, 43
lineclata, Crematogast er , 63,
lucorum, Bombus,67,71
macrogyncus, 47
micrcgyncus, 46,50
Molothrus, 18,27
naevia, Taperia, 9,15,16
Monomer ium, 63,64
oryzovorous, Cassidix, 31
Ovenbird, 18,30
Ploceidae, 8
Psithyrus, 68-72
Rice-grackle , 31
rubicunda, sanguinea, 53
rufa, Formicae, 46
rufa, Vespa, 76
rufescens, Polyergus, 5o-57
63 rufibarbis, 57
ruf o-axillcir is, Mol .16,37 . 31
rupestris, Psithyrus, 68,69,71
53-55
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sanguinea(cont
)
americanus, 53
European, 52
santchii, Wheeler iella, 62
salomonis, Monomorium, 62
Solenopsidii, 43
sublevis, Harpogoxenus , 57
subsericea, 53
Tapinoma, 48
tennesbeenis
,
Aphaenogaster, 48Weaver-bird,8
terricola, Bombus,67,69
terrestria, Bombus, 66-71
testaceus, Strongylognatiius,61
Tetramorium, 61
vagans, Bombus, 70,71
variabilis, Psithyrus, 70
Vespa, 74
Bespidae . 74
vestalis, Psithyrus, 68,69,71
Wapps, 74
Waterfowl, 32



